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Maine Defeats Clark
College Team 28-26
The Maine Team Wins The First Game in
The Invasion of The Southern New England
States.
'I he University basketball team in
their invasion of Southern New England
when on Saturday night at Worcester
the strong Clark College team was de-
feated after a closely fought game by
the score of 28 to 26. The winning bas-
ket was tossed in by Hank Turner in
the last minute of play thus giving the
Blue the two points over the Worcester
collegians.
The game was one of the fastest
played in Worcester this season, the
teams alternating in the lead from the
first period to the final whistle. At the
end of the first half Maine was leading
20 to 16.
The feature individual work of the
•game was performed by 011ie Berg
whose work was declared sensational
even by the Clark,fans who were forced
to applaud his clever work.
The game was as rough as it was
exacting, and close; .Clark lost Smith
and Winn by fouls.
MAINE 28 CLARK 26
Newell If If Witin
Holmes rf rf Egan
Noyes c c Smith
Turner lb lb Fowler
Berg rb rb Leonard
Substitutes: U. of M., Lake for
Noyes; Clark, Leonard for Winn,
Holmes for Egan, Schez for Winn,
(Continued on Page Six)
Freshmen Play Good
Basketball at Lincoln
The freshmen have developed a strong
Lasketliall team this year and have a
%cry good record to their credit. Some
god material has been found which
will prove valuable to the varsity next
year. Two games have been lost, one
to Mattanawcook Academy and the
other to the Washington County aggre-
gation. Jonesport High.
The game at Lincoln with Mattanaw-
ceok Academy was one of the most ex-
citing of the season and kept a big
crowd interested all the way, altho Mat-
tanawcook won, the freshmen were
dangerous at all times.
Mattanawcook Academy 29
U. of M Freshmen 19
 Everett rb 1
Powell lb
wombley lb
Tracey c
Kneeland rf 1 (10)
 Taylor If 2 (1)
Referee, Schenkel, U. of M.
Thursday night. February 16, thefreshmen played Dover-Foxcroft in the
gymnasium and resulted in a victory forthy shmen, the score being 51-22. Itua, 
.,ii easy victory for Coach Flack's
char.,e,, the same line-up as in Mattan-
a"t-• • k game being used. Physical Di-re(t,-r Schenkel was referee.
T
Doane If 2
Bryant rf 3 
McKinnon c 4 (9) 
Delano lb 1
Coffin rh
Girl's Glee Club Promise
Some Excellent Music
—
itchearsals for the Girls' Glee Clubstarted last Wednesday night with averY encouraging attendance. With a!Mat supply of excellent voices, thisYear's concert season bids fair to be asgr""1 as any in the past. Music in suffi-cieilt Nariety to give a chance for indi-vidual 
‘oices has been chosen for theci.ncerts and the manager, Miss BerniceSmith. is 
arranging dates for a seriesaround the middle of August.
Prof. Merrill Speaks On
Auditing of All Accounts
_
Mr. Bernard Sets Forth Try
Practical Uses of Radio Maine wins Baxter Cup
The attention of the student body was
called by Professor Merrill in chapel to
a paragraph in "The Rules for the
Guidance of Students" which states that
once in each semester, and oftener if
requested by the President of the Uni-
versity, every student organization, with
the exception of fraternities, will sub-
mit its accounts to the Auditing Com-
mittee. Professor Merrill has served
some years on this committee and the
work has not always been pleasant, nor
the results satisfactory.
Until within a few years ago, the col-
lege paper was printed in Bangor, and
now and then bills were not paid as they
should be and were presented to the
University for payment. The Univer-
sity cannot assume payment of bills
incurred by the• students, and at the
same time such a condition of affairs
cannot be allowed to exist.
An Auditing Committee was appoint-
ed to keep in touch with the Treasurer
and report results from time to time.
The work has not been altogether satis-
factory which indicates a lack of coop-
eration on the part of the student. First
of all, many students do not understand
what it means to audit an account. To
audit an account means something more
than learning the financial status of the
organizations. It means verifying the ac-
counts with necessary vouchers and re-
ceipts.
A practical plan would be that all
treasurers deposit a sum of money in
the bank and pay all bills by check.
M. I. T. requires treasurers to transact
business in that way. A cancelled check
is not as goodas an itemized bill but
it will stand, and is better than no re-
ceipt of any kind.
Furthermore, there seems to be some
misunderstanding as to what the asests
of an organization are. For instance.
the Business Manager of the Prism pre-
sented as an asset a number of unsold
Prisms which he insisted would sell like
hot cakes to the freshman class in the
fall. The freshmen did not come up
to expectations and the Prisms are still
unsold and are in no way an asset.
Again an asset is not unpaid class
dues. Many students do not recognize
this obligation and in most cases when
class dues arc not paid voluntarily, they
arc never paid.
The remedy of this matter lies with
the student body in cooperation and the
careful selection of a treasurer or busi-
ness manager. Select a man who is
honest, competent and willing. A class
treasurer who is honest should not only
be willing but should insist that his ac-
counts be given to an auditor. The dif-
ficulty lies many times in finding the
responsible party or the name of the
treasurer. As a remedy it has been
suggested that the President make a
rule requiring that a list of the officers
(Continued on Page Six)
Irving W. Richards an
Addition to English Dept.
The English Department has an addi-
tion this semester in Irving W. Richards
of South Portland, Maine. He is a
graduate of South Portland High
School, and of Bowdoin College, class
of 1920. Before coming to the Univer-
sity of Maine, Mr. Richards taught in
St. Louis at Webster Groves High
School and also Jackson Academy.
Speaker in Chapel Tells How
Wireless Telephone May Be of
Practical Advantage to Farmers
in Northern Maine
—u—
The practical uses of the wireless tele-
graph were presented by James Bernard
on Monday, in a brief address entitled
"Wireless Telegraphy and Its Applica-
tion to those Living in Rural Districts."
At the close of the war, there were
five competing companies engaged in the
production and distribution of millions
of dollars' worth of equipment for vari-
ous departments of the government.
Each company produced equipment
which was advantageous in its type only
to certain departments, until the time
when the rights and privileges of those
various companies were amassed and
"pooled" to form the Radio Corporation
of America, which produces all types
of radio equipment which will be ad-
vantageous to all departments.
There are three main wireless stations
in the United States which send out
market reports, stock exchange reports,
concerts, health reports, and talks by
men of commercial interest to any part
of the country. These stations are situ-
ated in Chicago, Pittsburgh and Newark
and each is in operation- at different
periods of time and are coordinate with
each other in their work.
Mr. Porter, a wellrknown potato dealer
of Houltigip. in talking with Mr. Bernard
told him that if he could give him some
apparatus by winch he could get stock
reports, he could figure sales prices four
hours ahead and could make an enor-
mous saving in the sale of his produce.
He is only one of many others who
would gain a great advantage by the in-
stallation of a wireless apparatus of
their own which would cost them only
$250 complete and would require no skill
to operate.
Besides the commercial values of
the wireless telegraph, there are untold
(Continued on Page Six)
Colby Debators Defeat
Maine in Game Fight
Although the University of Maine
has not had a Debating team since the
war, and had the support of only a frac-
tion of the student body, Colby found
Maine's debaters no easy opponents. At
Orono, Maine defending the closed shop
made a game fight. Though that deci-
sion was unanimous for Colby, it hard-
ly indicates how close a debate it was.
For inexperienced men, Mr. Calder-
wood and Mr. Gray did very well. In
Mr. Wilson, Maine found a man that
she may well call, "The Little Giant."
All the judges spoke highly of Mr. Wil-
son's great reply to the gentlemen from
Colby, one judge writing a personal let-
ter to Mr. Wilson. For logic, coolness,
and knowledge of the question, Wilson's
reply would he hard to beat.
At Waterville. Maine fought Colby on
even terms. The decision was 2 to 1
for Colby, but where a debate is as close
as this, such a decision means nothing.
The Maine men all did well, and not a
few believe they earned the decision.
However this may be, the fact remains
that Maine's Negative team is a credit
to her and will be heard from in the
near future. Mr. Noyes is entitled to
(Continued on Page Five)
OBITUARY
We of the University find it difficult
to express our sorrow at the death of
Francis Hale of the freshman class
which occurred last Tuesday. An ideal
student and loyal friend, he was a model
for all who had the privilege of inti-
mate association with him. To his
parents and relatives who were nearer
and dearer to him than we, and who
must therefore grieve the more over his
death, we offer our deepest sympathy,
in the hope that, still clinging to the
memory of his beautiful life, they may
finally become reconciled to his depar-
ture.
No. 19
At Augusta Carnival
The Maine Representatives Outpoint Colby
And Bates At The Winter Carnival Held
In Augusta February 18.
The Student Rifle Team
Wins from West Virginia
NI
The University of Maine Student Rifle
Team was very successful in its match
with %Vest Virginia on last Tuesday de-
feating them with a score of 481-471.
Different ammunition was used in this
match and was one influence toward the
better scores of our men.
The scores of the Maine men were:
Haskell
Currier
0. J. Humphrey
Cutting
Hathorne
98
97
96
95
95
Total 481
The final results of the match with
Califorinia are not known for the tar-
gets from that college have not yet been
received. The scores of the Maine men
were:
Humphrey
Haskell
Steward
Holt
Cutting
making a total
1.000.
The scores
National Rifle
199
198
194
194
194
of 979 out of a possible
of the first stage of the
Association (N. R. A.)
mpetition were:
0. J. Humphrey
Currier
H. F. Hill
H. W. Holt
R. N. Haskell
98
94
94
93
90
There are six stages to the N. R. A.
competition, the final results of which
will not be known until sometime in
April.
This week the club fires the 2d match
of the N. R. A. in prone and kneeling
positions and next week the 3d match
of the series will be fired from prone
and standing positions. There will also
be a match next week with Boston Uni-
versity, all prone.
(Continued on Page Six)
m— —
Coach Wilkie Clark to
Be Here by March 15
Coach Wilkie Clark in a letter re-
ceived by Graduate Manager Bryant
states that he will leave Los Angeles
where he is spending the winter on
March 1st and will be at Orono about
March 15th. Pitchers will be called out
on March 20th.
The general sentiment on the new
baseball coach is that in Wilkie Clark
Maine is getting a man who will be a
consistent developer of this sport here.
Coach Clark is a Maine niFt, captain of
the baseball nine in 1900 and his selec-
tion is heartily approved by Maine men
who know him of old.
Dean Stevens Elected
To Honorary Position
Members ft) Delta Kappa Epsilon fra-
ternity residing in Bangor and vicinity
met at the Kenduskeag Canoe & Coun-
try Club Monday night and formed a
permanent organization which will be
known as the D. K. E. association of
Eastern Maine. James S. Stevens, Dean
of the Arts and Sciences department of
the University of Maine was chosen
president.
 Maine won the Governor Baxter Cup
at the First Annual Winter Carnival at
Augusta Saturday winning from Bates
and Colby with a score of 47Ya. At the
first of the meet it looked as if Bates
was going to win the meet, having got-
ten the best score in the one and one-
half mile ski race and two mile snow-
shoe race. But from then on Maine
overcame the lead and forged ahead to
win.
The one and one-half mile ski race
was over a hard course and was very in-
teresting. Elliott started out like a veri-
table whirlwind and kept the lead all
the way thru coming in first. The race
was very close. Bates totaled 11, Maine
12 and Colby 22. Owing to the fact that
some of the would-be contestants were
unable to get there the teams were con-
(id to three men each. These men
came in in the following order: Elliott,
Palmer. Bates; Holt, Bates; Sargent,
Jordan, Colby; Jenkins, Bates; Laugh-
lin, Wallace, Colby; Smith, Colby. Time
11 min. 13 sec.
The two mile snowshoe race was won
by Bates also with the very low score
of 7; Maine and Colby tied with 19 each
for second place. Altho perhaps not as
interesting as the ski race, still it was
not without tense moments for the spec-
tators as well as the contestants. The
time 13.54 is considered very good. The
men came in in the following order:
Clifford, Bates; Sargent, Bates; Smith;
Carpenter, Bates; Mercer, Colby; Law-
ton, Colby; Wilson; Johnson, Colby;
Wilkinson.
Maine cleaned up in the rest of the
events. Wilbur Elliott won the 220 yard
ski race but was very closely seconded
by Archibald of Bates. The time was
50Y4 seconds.
(Continued on Page Six)
Management of Mainiac
Will Change Next Year
—
The Maine chapter of Sigma Delta
Chi, the honorary journalistic society,
held a meeting Thursday evening at 3
Alumni. At this meeting, the matter of
taking over the Mainiac by the chapter
was discussed. It was decided that next
year the Mainiac would be published by
Sigma Delta Chi instead of by an in-
dependent organization as at present.
This is a step which will probably put
the Mainiac on a firm basis because the
management will be in the hands of
those who have shown proficiency in
that line of work.
Sigma Delta Chi is the only national
journalistic fraternity. It has chapters
at thirty-five colleges throughout the
country, including the University of
Michigan, University of Wisconsin, Uni-
versity of Washington, University of
Texas and other institutions besides the
University of Maine.
Suwanee River Quartette
To Be Here Sat. Night
Saturday night, Feb. 25, comes the
next Lyceum Concert, presented by the
Suwanee River Quartette, which advance
notices claim to be "The best Negro
Quartette in America." The present the
melodies of the "Camp Meetin'," the
rollicking songs of the fields and quar-
ters, the crooning lullabies and a little
jazz. For variety the Quartette intro-
duces banjoes, guitars and mandolins.
Reports indicate that this company al-
ways scores 100% and from what many
of the fellows are saying. the Chapel
here will doubtless be crowded Satur-
day night.
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Student Morality
Much criticism relative to the morality
and soundness of student life is heard
over our entire country. Many hold
that college is a breeding place for a
looseness of living and a laxity of
morals. President Angell of Yale Uni-
versity holds this to be untrue. He
states that he believes fewer of these
young men drink than was the custom
some years ago. They go upon fewer
wild larks, indulge in fewer pranks and
make themselves far less conspicuous
than was the case a dozen or more years
ago.
The average college student today is
far more seriously inclined than was
once the case. He is more regular in
attendance at his recitations and lec-
tures. He is more anxious to acquire
good standing in his classes. He con-
ducts himself more like a gentleman in
every respect and he is not as likely to
get out and smash things through exub-
erance of spirit and to let people know
he was about. Moreover, college dis-
cipline is much more in evidence than it
was even a few years ago and the con-
census of opinion, all over the country.
seems to be that young men get far more
out of college today than they NATC ex-
pected to get a dozen years ago.
We feel that President Angell is cor-
rect in these statements. They, of course.
do not hold unfailingly but generally
they are true. One reason why this
University is said to be "slowing down"
is because there are fewer wild larks
and the students are more seriously in-
clined.
There are, however, periodic outbursts
when students get out and smash things
to a greater or less degree. These out-
bursts are getting less frequent and less
violent each year as the real purpose of
a college education reaches the student.
The University authorities are rightful-
ly exerting more discipline to steady and
aid him in properly placing his feet.
This increase in discipline was recent-
ly demonstrated at Dartmouth when 51
students were flunked out last semester
against 3ti the semester previous. These
men will not be re-admitted on condition
in compliance with a new college ruling.
1I'e want red blooded men here at
Maine but we want these men to have a
proper regard for persons and property.
The fact that a group of men are stu-
dents does not gi‘e them the license to
throw aside the common decency due
the outsider. \Viten a group of stu-
dents act together they represent not
only themselves and their organizations
on the Campus but also the University
of Maine. Any trouble caused by such
a group is a black eye for the Univer-
sity.
We as students of the University of
Maine should line up with other insti-
tutions in the einintry and ownduct our-
selves more like gentlemen in every re-
spect.
A little sand in the right place. would
save many bumps in the wrong place
It
The Augusta Winter Carnk
At the- Augusta Winter Carnival the
University of Maine was entered in com-
petition with other Maine colleges in
winter sports. Our representatives
"brought home the bacon" in the form
of a silver loving cup presented by Gov-
ernor Baxter.
This is the first time in the history of
the University that the women students
have entered into competition with the
women from the other Maine colleges.
The Maine co-ed has certainly made a
flying start and every indication points
toward a victory for Maine in co-ed -•bporting News Writerscompetition.
The men and women making thi_,
splendid showing for Maine deserve the
wholehearted applause of the student
body. We need to win the cup only
twice more before it becomes the per-
manent property of the University of
Maine. We must "go and get it" again
next year,.
 It 
The more points at which you touch
humanity. the more friends you fuse
the greater your influence.
It 
M. C. A. Specials
in view of the special significance in
the coming of Sherwood Eddy to the
University of Maine in March, under
the M. C. A., the Campus has arranged
with the M. C. A. to run in this issue
a number of special articles. All of
these, excepting the one by Mr. Clark.
Here written by students of the Univer-
sity interested in Christian work.
Maine Team Invades
Southern New England
—It—
With the victory over Clark College
at Worcester Saturday night the inva-
sion of Southern New England by the
basketball team starts off in a fitting
manner.
On Monday night the Orono boys will
face the Wesleyan quintet and on the
following day the Connecticut Aggies.
Wednesday they will leave the Nutmeg
state and play Briiwn at Providence. The
next night, Thursday they oppose Coach
Frank Keaney's charges at Rhode Island
state. The climax of the trip is on
Friday evening when at Durham. N. H.,
New Hampshire State will try to re-
deem the defeat suffered at Orono this
season.
St
God Meant To Teach Us
That Life Was Reality
.11. . .s•pecha
God gave to human life a new dig-
nity when He became flesh and walked
among us as a man. "And the Word was
made flesh and dwelt among us." said
John. God demonstrated to us how to
meet life's problems and how to walk
and live in the world. God meant to
teach us that life has reality. Therefore
He gave to man as well as to life a dig-
nity, value, and purpose. By coming
into the world as a man God gave us
an example that we should follow. If
God did condescend to the extent of tak-
ing upon Him the form of a man, there
is a manliness about life worthy of our
rev ignition.
Christ was not simply an idealist. He
was an idealist plus an exemplifier. He
linked his thoughts with action. He did
not simply teach but displayed the pre-
cept by example. Emerson said, "Hitch
your wagon to a star." It may be suffi-
cient for ideals to be as lofty as the stars
but I do not know how to hitch my
wagon to the stars. Jesus did not-give
simply lofty ideals and great ethical
tachings. Not to the mind only did he
appeal. He challenged the whole na-
ture of man. He taught that to have
high opinions and thoughts is not
enough. He said that they must be ex-
emplified. To know what is right is not
enough. Wc must do right. Jesus did
not. teach any principle of life that is not
obtainable. It is the action of the life
that tests the reality of the ideals. Some-
one said. "How can I believe what you
say when what you do still rings in my
ears?"
The life itself is the unit of christian-
ity. The life is to christianity what the
cell is to biology or what the electron
is to physics. Therefore the manliest
endeavor of man is to be a christian. The
christian will show forth the measure in
which he can master life as Jesus mas-
tered it. To embrace the ethical precepts
of christianity. to follow Christ as the
greatest example of life, to champion
c!ean and wholesome living is the most
manly task of life. It is not difficult to
yield to the desire of an unbridled ap-
petite or passion. It is not difficult to
assent to the indifferent attitude when
moral courage and strength are called
for. To cherish a clean life and a God-
ly life requires all the courage. strength
and power in man. It takes real man-
hood to make a christian.
Therefore Christ by his example and
precept gave to life a new emphasis,
that to live upright and clean morally
and spiritually is possible. To obtain
this requires all of man's will and
power. This makes life a manly task.
"Young man, were you trying to catch
that. train you were running after?"
"No, no: Issas merely chasing it out
of the station."
Give Berg Much Praise
011ie Berg. Maine's star back. is being
talked about by the sporting editors in
every city where the Maine team plays
and where 011ie displays his wares as a
basketeer.
At the Bates game at Lewiston 011ie
was conceded by Dan Dexter. well-
known sporting man and sporting editor
of the Lewiston Journal, to be y ne of
the best collegiate basketball players that
had ever appeared against the Bates
team.
The Portland Telegram: -In 011ie
Berg the light blue and white has one
of the best backs on the Northern New
England collegiate surface's. His work
in the Holy Cross and New Hampshire
games was sensational.'
The write-up of the Clark game by
a NVorcester sporting writer said, "Berg
played a sensational game for Maine
and some of his goals even caused the
rooters for Clark to applaud him."
Plans for Junior Week
Are Now Well Underway
A Junior class meeting presided over
by "Chub" Thomas was held on Wed-
nesday, February 15. at 30 Coburn Hall.
The meeting was called to discuss
plans for the program of the annual
Junior Week celebration which takes
place in May.
It was announced at the meeting that
the faculty has granted a three day va-
cation for the Juniors during the week
morder that the exercises may be held.
The committee in charge of the pro-
gram have been very active in making
plans for the Juniors' great event of
the year. An unusually good program
is being considered and planned for.
Members of the class who have been
delinquent in paying their clas• dues
were especially urged to pay them as
soon as possible since the class needs
the money badly.
At the conclusion it was unanimously
decided to hold class meetings oftener
for the purpose of creating more spirit
and enthusiasm among the members.
Sororities Announce
Their Spring Pledges
The sororities of the University an-
nounce the following pledges: Alpha
Omicron Pi: Madeline Fogg, Bangor,
Me.; Phi Mu, Margaret Ward, Berlin,
N. H.; Delta Delta Delta, Margaret
Hanley, Thomaston, Me.; Pi Beta Phi,
Anna Jorgenson. Hermon, Me.; Mildred
Osborne, Bangor. Me.. Morita Pickard,
Bangor, Me.. Helene Douglas, Bruns-
wick, Me.; Chi Omega, Ruth Weeks,
Gardiner, Me.
 It 
Dr. W. A. Shanhlin. President of
liVesleyan University says, "The issue
today joined over the 18th Amendment
is one of fundamental difference between
the better element of American popu-
lation and the worst element. many of
whom are alien in theiught and speech.
"It is not a case of whether a man
shall or shall not be permitted to drink,
but whether a lawless element in our
population shall be able to defy the will
of the majority. It is now up to true
Americans to defend our national honor
and institutions.
"In support of the laws of the land—
all laws—every law—the colleges should
be the vanguard."
• -
Don't forget the Maine "Hello."
PIEN5pillg
-
Please Contribute
_
-ca ed." like the engineer
Has problems to work out.
Her instruments. the not the same
Are quite as tine, no doubt.
For instance, take the pencils
Which the drawing course demands.
They never will produce results
Like the eyebrow pencil can.
The engineer's craser shield
ir cleaning up had places.
Can never cover such mistakes
As the powder puff does faces.
For obtaining speedy first results
And tracing things out clear,
The ( s ilip-stick is an instrument
Which bidli must have quite near.
The engineer's neat overall suit
Of course deserves our mention.
But although it serves its purpose well
Short skirts call more attention.
The handbook of the technical man
Will help most any place;
But it never fixes things up like
The "coed's" vanity case.
These. implements of professions
May each always fill its place.
The engineer's for his career
The "0,e(l's" for her face.
Which R. U.
 It 
As it is always the policy of the Cam-
pus to narrate all campus activities, it
may be well to publish the following
clipping friun the Bangor Daily Com-
mercial:
"Mrs. Ida Bridges will entertain the
members of Hannibal Hamlin sewing
circle Wednesday afterniion at her Inane
18 Catell street."
1 NOTICES 1
The game scheduled to be played Feb.
18 at Castine between the Castine Nor-
mal School girls and the University of
Maine Girls' Varsity Team has been
postponed until Mar. I. on account of
the present snowed-in roads around Cas -
tine.
Owing to the holiday on Wednesday.
the Girls' Glee Club will meet on Thurs-
day night in Wingate at 6.45. Members
are urged to be there on time.
Those girls who wish to try out for
solo dancers or readers for Glee Chia
will arrange the time with Betty Hunt
or Lucy Chamberlain as soon as pos-
sible.
There will be a meeting of the Stu-
dent's Rifle Club Friday noon at chapel
time. All members of the club are re-
queste(I to be present
It
ALUMNI NOTES
It-
News was received on the campus of
the marriage of Harold E. Pratt '21. to
Berneice 0. Nicol) '23 on Sunday, Feb.
12 at Brunswick. Maine, Mrs. Pratt will
resume her studies at the University of
Maine.
Windsor P. Daggett, a graduate of
Brown University and former Head of
the Public Speaking Department at the
University of Maine, is writing articles
on "The 'Spoken Word" for the "Bill-
board." Mr. Daggett while at Maine
was instigator of the Maine Masque and
also its coach. He is now working with
stars of national reputation.
COLLEGIATE t,. USTOMS
?ic >c
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Saturday's Military period was :
high interest. Major James gave a :lb .rt
lecture in which he told of the facii :.
giving the corps an extra day to be sp..,,,
in camp. As it has been decided,
corps will leave on Wednesday and r ,
turn Sunday. This extra day is a spe,•
privilege and all R. 0. T. C. mem'
should show their appreciation t
faculty by taking advantage of it
attending camp. Dean Boardman f.
lowed Major James and gave interestin.;
sidelights on his military career in the
cadet corps in the University. He urg,.1
everyone to attend the R. 0. T. C.
at Newport and also urged everyone
who possibly can, to attend the sununer
camp.
Cadet Lieut.-Col. Nickerson followed
Dean Boardman as the third speaker.
He brought the matter of the .Militarv
Hop before the corps and urged even-
one to support it and thus to insure its
success.
Two hundred and fourteen men ar,
now pledged to go to Camp Andrews
Applications are now being received
at the Military office for the summer
camp which will be held from June- 15
to July 26. All men who contemplate-
attending either the Basic or the Ad-
vanced camp should give their name.
to the Military department immediately.
Preparations are now underway to
publish a special R. 0. T. C. issue of
the Campus to appear sometime in
March.
Cadet officers will have their pictures
taken on the 3rd period Saturday morn-
ing, February 25. Sabres will be worn.
The picture will be taken in fruit of
Lord Hall.
The Scabbard and Blade meeting has
been postponed from Wednesday, Feb-
ruary 22 to March 1 on account of the
holiday.
It has been the custom to give some
sort of drill or exhibition at the annual
Military Hop. It is very desirous that
such an exhibition be given this year as
a part of the program. As the drill will
he executed by four squads, the showing
will be very picturesque. Any R. 0.
T. C. member who would like to par-
ticipate in this drill should apply at the
Military office at once..
Sometimes 'go I vas call out in mili-
tary offiss an' da cap'n vas toll me to be
comp'ny public notiss agent. I don' vus
no who toll it I vus vork for noospaper.
but I vas have lot hexperigance in ad-
vertize 'cauz I vus soli lots papers out
in streets yen I vus some yung fellar.
All sun companys each by other vus
choose some publicashun notisser, and
(ley vus mak vun great plan but da '01r
plan vus no work yet again. I look in
vun Campus and I see a lot of noting-
'bout da R. 0. T. Seas. Nex veek I
look again an' bimby I look sum fllo.
but somting vus not dere.
I go to my cap'n—Say, he's a slick
fellar—som say "Spikes" an' som nudder
vun call him "Sparrows." I don' jes' no
zactly vut kin' o' bird he is, but if he's
"spikes" he mus be sum rusty vun. Jes.
same dat boy no all 'bout military
tickits. (The calif] say dos vords
verk an' vhen I ax him vut it vus 'bout.
he say it means tecknickle somting.
perhaps mabbee you don' vus under
stan' it.)
Veil I say to him, "Cap'n, vut you
vunt I do 'bout dis public notify?" He
say. "Oh, dat's awrite, Joe Pete, you van
till sum nuddcr vun rite, denn you pc'
all 'bout vut vus do." I say, "I vait a!,
look an vait an look sum mo, but I
vus see notings." He say, "Den fl
sumting 'bout da companies, sumtir-
'bout da boys in my comp'nys." I sa
"I don vus no noting 'bout da boys. Vu!
I no 'bout dat bunch fishes wid a bird
in front of it? If I vus rite describ
'bout da cornp'uy,
,
rfiarsshtunI 
have
zo an see da manageries for—for-
rut you calls inspi
Rite avay queeck he get mad wid
an trow me out!
s."
o 
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Moralistic: What a short bathing cm+
On that girl. Why, she needs refeirtm--.
Artistic: Splashes no, old man—ill' 
gni the prettiest form on the beach.
ti—
The first night I held her hand.
The second night I put my arm aroir
The third night I kissed her
And then I had to go and break my arm.
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Fine Work of Mr. Eddy
Known the World Over
.f. .et mat
;lie %%ork of Sherwood Eddy. Yale,
.1 for the last twenty-five years is
equally in the student worlds of
Furope. and America.
has just returned from Europe
' 
he has been making a study of
social and industrial problems.
. ‘car he visited or worked in
,.gitLcii of the principal countries of
ar,,pe and the Near East.
.a‘ing France after the Armistice,
, anpleted a tour of the world, cross-
, A•ia. Europe and America. He has
a special study of the social and
•,;t:•trial problems on these three con-
In Great Britain he interviewed
tei,res...ntative employers, capitalists and
leaders. He attended the recent
1.taile Union Congress and studied the
situation in connection with the
ce::: coal strike.
lie made a special study of student
.11ditions in Germany and Austria after
• le war, holding conferences with the
•tudents of the German Universities. He
crossed the interior of Turkey since
the armistice and more recently visited
the principal centers of the Near East.
making a study of the present wars be-
tueen the Nationalists, Armenians,
lireeks, and the threatened Bolshevik in-
.aion.
In the intervals of his intense work
among the students of India and his
ark for the depressed classes, he oc-
casionally took a week off for big-game
slunaing in the elephant and tiger
jungles.
Mr. Eddy is a layman and a civil en•
ginecr who left his special profession to
turn to human engineering as the great-
est calling in life. He strikes with no
uncertain sound as he grapples with the
problems of the modern world and calls
men from the lower ambitions of a
crude materialism to a high faith in God
and humanity.
Deputation Team Work
Speaks Well for Maine
.11. C. A. Special
A certain verse of the bible says that
-.A prophet hath no honor in his own
country." NVhile the deputation team of
the Maine Christian Association does
not claim to have either preachers or
Prophets, their principal aim is to reach
liovs between 10-15 years of age who
have thoughts of coming to college. The
deputation team wishes the people of the
University to know of certain advertis-
ing that it is giving the University of
Maine.
After three members of a deputation
team had spoken to the boys in the Sun-
day morning service at a church in
lIrcwer. one of the ladies of the congre-
gation approached two members of the
lain, who were standing at the rear of
the auditorium and said, "Boys, you do
not know how much good it did me to
hat you speak this morning. Do you
kmos that I have lived for sometime in
P.rt%%er and have two boys who became
of ("liege age, but we had gained such
a had impression of the students at the
Unnersity that we sent those boys to
co]leges in Boston, one going to. Boston
College and the other to M. I. T. I
am glad to be able to write to those boys
and tell them of the good impression
that you have made this morning, for
'that they have to say about the Univer-
sity of Maine is hardly fit to publish."
Another member of the same congre-
Rabin. a man, told the pastor of the
church that he had thought that the
boys at the University were a pretty
rough set and he was rather surprisedto hear the fellows speake of the Chris-tian life,
These two voluntary testimonies showthat besides reaching out to the boys ofthe churches, the deputation team is alsosp.reading some good advertising for the
inisersity of Maine. One evening of!he ‘se.k end deputations is spent in tell-ing the boys about college life, its op-portunities and appeals.I
ncidentally it may be thought aproposlo suggest that each man ask himself
ever) time he comes back from Bangor
as t() HHe Has Advertised the Uni-versity,
Cash Prizes Offered
For Best Short Essay
Are Universit‘ and college studentsInterested in pr ii and the price ques-tion?
They are. At least, if a nationwide
contest just announced by the Commerce
Club of the University of Illinois is
any criterion. This club, whose mem-
bership is made up of commerce stu-
dents in the University's College of
Commerce, offers three cash prizes cut
of its treasury to be given to the under-
graduate students of American colleges
and universities for the best essays sub-
mitted on any one of the three follow-
ing subjects:
1. The Effect of Increased Freight
Rates on Retail Prices.
2. The Effect of the Income Tax on
Retail Prices.
3. The Effect of Restriction of Out-
put on Retail Prices.
The first prize is fifty dollars, the sec-
ond twenty-five and the third, fifteen.
Students of tke University of Illinois
are barred from competition. The max-
imum length of the essays is 5000 words
and complete manuscripts must be in
the hands of Dr. F. A. Russell, chair-
man of the committee of judges, Uni-
versity of Illinois, not later than April
15. The other judges of the contest are
Dean George W. Dowrie of the school
of business of the University of Minne-
sota, and Archer Wall Douglas, chair-
man of the committee on Statistics and
Standards, Chamber of Commerce of
the United States.
"This contest is purely a student
movement," said Dean C. M. Thomp-
son of the Illinois college of commerce.
"It is their idea and their money pro-
vides the prizes."
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Deference for Campus
Opinion Strong at Maine
Al. C. A. Special
There are two sentiments in the heart
of every man and woman which seem
especially strong in college youths,
namely the desire to imitate and the fear
of being laughed at. Everyone likes to
appear like his fellows to the extent of
looking like "one of the boys." This is
due to the natural respect for public or
campus opinion.
Deference for campus opinion is
shown by several means. Many students
would feel themselves out of the social
elite if time were taken to fasten their
overshoes properly. So they appear,
buckles flapping and jingling like tht
bells on the toes of the "old lady of
Banbury Cross." If the wearers could
see what a sloppy appearance this makes
the popularity of the style would dimin-
ish rapidly. As it is, the custom per-
sists because campus opinion tolerates
it. Styles of hairdressing, styles of
wearing the hat all are governed by def-
erence to campus opinion. So far well
and good. These examples are only
trivial and there are many others. True,
that in general these are harmless hut
some can be a great harm both to the
man and to the college.
The vital deep and lasting things of
life are sure to be influenced deeply by
yielding too freely to customs which
have the outward sanction of the college
authorities, and are joked about by up-
perclassmen. I refer to the Freshm:ni
Banquet and to the smaller crudity the
"Freshman Smoker" where the most
popular entertainer of the evening is the
man with the greatest fund of shady
anecdotes. When a boy enters a fra-
ternity, his ideals and college ambition..
are guided largely by his fellows. The
fraternity holds the power to mold or
to wreck manhood and character. This
power is a responsibility which shoull
be felt deeply. It is a responsibility the
whole student body has in this matter
since its "opinion" affects so intense:y
the ideas and habits that lie deep in
men's lives.
Campus opinion should stimulate high
ideals of christian character and chris-
tian living and make them the popular
thing to live up to. No man who has
the courage to hold fast his cleanest,
highest and noblest ideals can fail to
command the respect of the Campus.
Campus opinion should not recognize
nor tolerate the ideas and habits that sap
the springs of real character nor allow
them to become dominant. A worthy
manly christian life is the thing to which
we should pay our worthiest deference.
And deep in their hearts Maine men
know it. Let's raise the standard, a
christian standard, and keep it high.
Let's form a worthy "student opinion"
about things that lie deepest in life and
character.
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Voice In the Wilderness
Text for Short Sermon
M. C. A. Special
"The Voice of one crying in the wild-
erness, prepare ye the way of the Lord.
make his paths straight. Every valley
shall be filled and every mountain and
hill shall be brought low, and the
crooked shall be made straight, and the
rough ways shall be made smooth.'
Thus did John the Baptist style him-
self as a "Voice crying in the wilder-
ness" when he came into all the country
about Jordan preaching against the sin
and the folly of his time.
In the darkest hours of the world's
history when false standards of living
have weakened the moral fibre of a
people, when vice and sin have polluted
the springs of life, there has always
arisen a champion for the cause of
righteousness. Stout old Martin Luther
caught the spirit when he dared face the
power of the established church and pro-
test against its then greed and corrup-
tion. George Washington heard that
same "voice" when with his ragged
army he knelt in the snows of Valley
Forge and dedicated his life to prepar-
ing the "way" for a free nation that
should light the way of the nations of
the world. Lincoln heard it as he split
rails in the -wilderness" and it sent him
into all the country preaching that "a
hcuse divided against itself cannot
stand." and as he followed the call,
his heart was broken and his life given
that that nation of liberty might live.
Roosevelt stood firm against the super-
ficial standards of his time, against
Greed and Graft in high places, and
called upon all men to live the strenu
ous life. nil the life of ease and luxury
but the life of leadership. self-sacrifice
and noble endeavor.
Shall not we too as men and women
of Maine live this strenuous life, giving
of the best of our lives to promote de-
cncy. democracy and clean living? Shall
we not be ready to heed the call and
give our lives for the Best and Greatest
Things? For to every man and woman
comes the challenge, urging clear down
through the ages, calling us to stand for
justice and righteousness, a Voice cry-
ing in the wilderness "Prepare YE the
way of the Lord. YOU make his paths
straight."
The Christ followed John. His life
showed what true greatness can be. Shall
we not add our name to that lung list
of men who have dune their best for
the Best and while carrying the world
ahead to better things has e carved a
niche for themselves among the world's
heroes?
Religion Should Exist
With Higher Education
By Mr. A. B. Clark
M. C. A. Special
A certain student in a class room last
year remarked that when one became
educated he dropped his interest in re-
ligion. This student expressed a con-
viction which some others hold . And
they have some facts on their side.
(Coostasued ens Page Four)
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Religion Should Exist With
Higher Educiition
t,uu.J jr,,in Page Three)
cauil Misers -A\L i tioSilAN
they probabls do not mean it as such,
but real)) such remarks are a broad
hint as to their estimate of the intellec-
twal capacity ..t some of us who are
christian. Lord Northcliffe has pub-
lished abroad to the world his convic-
tion that Charles Evans Hughes is the
greatest mind produced in America since
Lincoln. And Hughes is a christian, as
is President Harding, as is ex-President
Wilson, as %as former-President ROOSC-
vcit. as was former-President Tait, and
also former-President McKinley. This
is not meant to suggest that all of us
who are christian have as big a mind.
and as capable. as these prominent men
here mentioned. But they are cited to
show that intellect and education and
position in the world's affairs does NOT
preclude a man's being a devout chris-
tian. The ap..stle Paul was ow of the
best educated men of his day and be-
came a convert to the christian religion
when it was not popular but persecuted
and his life and accomplishment is an
example of what an educated man can
do, when consecrated, for the advance-
ment of the cause of religion.
The erroneous position which we have.
suggested here so many hold is due
probably to a isopular misconception of
the nature of Faith. It is easy for slime
to jump to the conclusion that to have
Faith one must give up his mind. With
reference to the Washington Conference
Mr. Harding and Mr. Hughes had tre-
mendous Faith but it is quite an a(l-
mitted fact that they used their intellect
along with their Faith. But it was
apparently their Faith that energised
their intellect to its action.
Do IN 141.14Mos As WRIGHT 1)111 iN
THE AIR
if. then. Faith is so big a factor in re-
ligion, where is the office and work of
the minsi?
First, it is not the mind's btasines• hi
create reality. The mind of the Wr
brothers did not create the laws ano
for..-es of aeronautic,. So it i, tru,
with regard to our minds and the
and forces of the religious life. Our
mind's province is to discover them and
then to adapt One's own life so as to con-
form to them. That is what. in their
field, the aeronauts are doing. So also
do those who have harnessed electricity.
So also those who have perfected wire
less telegraphy and telephony. T he re-
ligion thatt some- argue against aml t-gb•
shy of does not exist. Their mind La
gone outside of its proper IWO% InCt'
.has created this idea that they are- II:,
oaning and repudiating because it ni
represents the facts and truth: of re
ligitm. They should have exercised their
mind to find the facts and laws that Gi d
has made and then adapted themselves
to those laws and forces.
REtaa.tors LIFE Is 1 NTELLIGEN ii
Vet religion is subject to our rationat
processes. No man should hesitate' t.
BilNK with reference to his religion
The trouble with most 1.f us is that we
do ii. it think about it en. .ugh. The
teaching of Jesus calls not for credulity
but for serious moral thoughtfulness.
Incidentally it may be remarked ti ri
there is something ELSE to religion !w -
side the mind's actit,n. There is softy:-
thing else to Christmas or even to the
Fourth of July beside the action of our
minds. The understanding of the gre;.•
spiritual realities is not realised through
the intellect to the exclusion of the "spir-
itually-gifted" mind. The I" 'jut
here emphasize i, that the intellectually--
trained are not shut i.tit from having the
spiritually-gifted heart and from the un-
derstanding of God.
Loi Is A Wool+. Nol A SMilt s iii
I01.1 S
llow far would one get, in education
let us say, if he gave ii. careful or
thorough ref/..c/1.-n to the subject he i-
depending on to make his 5Ut CCSbiUl
career. professionally? Now our lives
depend in the deepest sense on our right
relation to the great fundamental re-
l000u, truths. Vet tmai
casual. 4.:nly half-sera.u. :I:oughts I.
them. They have trained int;Iligence
but they refrain from using it in this
field of religion, though from this field
may come the very best things of hie.
In sonic way it seem, there has goosn
the notion that hie is made up ot
number of water-tight ctimpartment•
and that ,that which is in one must not
be allowed to get into another. So the
intellect has been kept studiously
many in the field of the usual academic
studies and has not been allowed to
freely and fully examine the thing. of
religion and of the heart. "Study to
show thyself approved unto God."
Prof. Huxley said that the root idea
of a University is a "passion for verac-
ity." It certainly also stands for "The
whole truth." the truth ef all things.
How can one be satisfied that he is edu-
cated when he has exercised the mind
and developed it in only one field of
knowlege and has left without intelli-
gent exploration an..ther field which
many of the greatest minds consider to
have the greatest possibilities I. .r our
achievement and happiness?
Gon NEEDS (irk RossoN
The heart of God is aquiver to reveal
I limself. The progress of the world is
the pro.gress of God in the revelation of
limself to man. He cannot reveal Him-
-elf toe a tree or a river er a horse.
Flie)- have no reasoning intellect. It is
only to rational beings that he can re-
veal Himself. Man alone, because
has that, can know God. Only as we
are willing to use that mind to search
after him to know him can He be
known to US. For SUC11 USC was vi our
mind given you. Universities, then.
ought to be the se-at .tf the best knowl-
olge of God. Here where minds are lie-
mg trained to find truth and to sift it
Published its
the interest of I:lee•
Development h
an Institution that will
be helped by what.
ever helps the
Industry.
Does your P. M. schedule
read like this?
li your burning ambition is to excel as an all-
around society man, you couldn't have planned
your evenings better. Such persistence will win
out over the indolence of the rank and file, for as
the poet says,
"The heights by great men reached and kept
Were not attained by sudden flight,
But they while their companions slept
1Vere toiling upward in the night."
But if you intend to make your mark in engi-
neering' or business, don't expect that supremacy
on t lie waxed floor will help when you start hunt-
ing a job.
Not that you need swing to the other extreme
as a "grind— or a hermit. IAA's concede it is all
right to minor in sociabilities,but certainly it is
only common sense to major in the math and
sciences and English that will mean bread and
butter to you later on.
llemember this—the harder you work right
now M getting a grip on fundamentals, the easier
things will come to you when you must solve
still bigger problems. And if you take it easy
now—well, look out for the law of compensation.
It's up to you. While you've got the chance,
seize it. dig in, plug hard. It N‘111 pay iu
cold cash.
estern Electric Company
Maybe it's ticainst all campus tradition, hut
some men who stood in the upper third in their
class and who entered this Company years ago
have since become its executive's.
fur certainty should the knowledge 
of
God be grewing clearer and more accu-
rate. If it isn't, why nut? Only because
l oiod can be knees ii unly to the mind
:hat wills to kno.a 11101.
I his rich teld ut kno,,ledge i- poten-
tially here all about us. With the Great
God of the Universe waiting to be
known by all, is it too much to ask that
you "think on these things" carefully
and thoroughly? You have the power
and the key to receive. Will you use it?
Tr: Ult PEksoN AL A(
ANcE
Some “f the characters of the Olden
him had a different idea as to the field
and source of true knowledge than have
•ornc ..i us modern youths. One said
-In Him are hid all the treasure and
wisdom and kthiwledge." Instead of
getting knowledge of 'his world, his
forces and the laws of his creation and
then being satisfied with only a long-
distance telescopic knowledge of the
God velv• made it all, they came first ti
know Him and so felt themselves more
capable of understanding that which He
made. I enjoy the phonograph but I'd
like to know Edison. I appreciate the
achievement of the Washington Con-
ferences but I'd like to know Mr.
Hughes. I would appreciate that much
more than reading newspaper accounts
of his sayings and doings. I enjoy and
appreciate the world and life so much I
thrill at the fact that God has made it
po•sible for me to know Him personal-
ly.
Itut most of all. God has revealed
Ilinise!I in Christ and Christ comes to
us and says "I am the Truth." Can one
be satisfied to know about some parts
of truth and not to know Him who is
the Truth?
Intercollegiate Ranking
Made for Lawn Tennis
Doubtless the most signiltcant aspect
of the intercollegiate ranking announced
by the United States Lawn Tennis As-
sociation, is the remarkable picture the
ranking gives of the growth of the sport
throughout the country. The fact that
it is the first ranking of intercollegiate
players speak for itself, but even more
impressive is the distribution of play-
ing strength that is apparent upon analy-
sis of the list.
It is also of interest to note that mans-
of those who are now winning varsity
matches, not so long ago were compet-
ing under the system of junior tourna-
ments devised by the National Associa-
tion. for youngsters under 18. Phil
Neer of Leland Stanford, who won the
intercollegiate last summer, started his
eastern trips as the representative of the
Pacific Northwest in the junior vents.
He competed first at Portland, Oregon,
where he resides.
Fritz Bastian of Indianapolis, James
Davies of Los Angeles, Carl Fischer of
Philadelphia. L. E. N1'illiams of Chicago,
A. IL Chapin of Springfield all went
through these junieir tournaments, ti.
name only a few of those whose. names
are now prominent in intercollegiate
tennis. The ranking was based upon
performance in intercidlegia.te events.
%1'alter Wesbrook of Michigan, whose.
playing was interrupted by an attack of
appendicitis was not ranked because of
insufficient data. The list follows:
SINGLES
1. Philip A. Neer. Pevrtlaml, Oregim.
Leland Stanford.
2. J. It, Fenno, Jr., Boston, Ma,o
Harvard.
3. Fritz Bastian, Indianapolis, Indi-
ana Indiana University
4. James Davies, Los Angeles, Calif.
1.eland Stanford
5. Carl Fischer, Philadelphia. Penn.
Univ. of Pennsylvania
0. Wallace Bates. San Francisco,
Cal. Univ. of California
7. McNeil Drumwright.
Texas. Univ. of Texas
S. Edmund Levy, San Francisc,.
Cal. Univ. of California
9. 1.. E. '11.iiliams. Chicago, Ill
Vale University
10. J. I.. Warner, St. Louis, Mo.
Princeton
11. Clarence W. Sanders, St. Paul.Minn. I /artmouth
12. A. H. Chapin, Jr., Springfield.Mass, Williams
13. E. T. Herndon, Cambridge, Mass.Princeton
14. Morris Duane, Cambridge. Mass.Harvard
15. W. E. Howe, Watertown. Conn.Dartmouth
Austin,
DOUBLES
1. J. B. Fenno, Jr., & E. V. Feible-man, Harvard,
Leen241ani..v.dJPo.hfSLiltal.p'an‘l:1-o'.fkeur.d
3. Wal'acc 
rnnNei:reStr E. T. Herriduti.
Bates & Edmund
rPrincetonc.w
V. Sanders & W. E. Howe. Jr
Dartmouth
& 1oames ha .
Some Interesting Facts
1-tO
Concerning Iron Age
By IV, G. Swart
-
Mining and Metallurgical Engineer
This is the Iron Age. An Aluminure
Age may follow: but its sun is far lit.
l" heis
ntihal 
to li-o 
he
present hig'
degree of usefulness and independence.
which the United States enjoys among
the nations of the world. NeCessan
the
production and improvement of irk,:
and steel depend upon research by met-
allurgists, chemists, physidists, engineer,
and geologists.
Each year there are consumed in thr
United States about 75,000,000 ton,
iron ore. Methods of smelting now
vogue demand ore containing 50 per cent
or more of iron. Known deposits inert.
ing this requirement are being rapid;%
depleted. To be sure, they will la,t
many years. But what next? One ansvitr
is: New deposits of rich ore may he
found in our country; but the search
has already been diligent. If found.
rich ore bodies may not be advanta-
geously situated in respect to transporta-
tion, blast furnaces or steel mills. A
second reply is: Import: there are rich
ore deposits in other countries, some of
which are already controlled by Ameri-
cans. Some objections are obviuus, es-
pecially in times of national defense,
when iron is most needed.
A third solution of this problem ha.
long been sought by scientists and in-
ventors. Large sums of money hae,
been devoted to experiments. Sucee,
at length seems assured. What is it -
The economic utilization of low-grade
ores. There are vast dposits of such
iron ores conveniently situated as tf•
transportation and existing iron and
steel industries. D. C. Jacklind and as-
sociated engineers, members of Ow
American Institute of Mining and Met-
allurgical Engineers, after exhaustive
research, followed by experiments on a
semi-commercial scale, have developed
a practical process. Five years of hard
work were necssary, in which all previ-
ous knowledge was utilized, and hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars were
Large quantities of low-grade ores
spent.
are of the magnetic variety. It is to
such ores that the new process applies.
There are estimated to be many billions
of tons. These ores are to be quarried
in huge quantities, crushed and ground.
and then the iron
-bearing particles sep-
arated from the remainder by electro-
magnetic methods. This selected portion
is sintered (partially fused so as to
form masses) and crushed to convenient
size. A rich concentrate results, in ac-
ceptable conditions for the blast f Unlace
Extended experience in mining and
working these lean ores will, doubtless.
bring improvements, and, with contin-
ued research, great economies may he
effected. This beneficiating of I'm -
grade iron ores, so as to make them
usable, must be accomplished if the
United States is to continue to hold its
position as a steel producer on tin'
present scale. The studies have not
been confined to any single ore deposit.
Ores from tnany localities have been put
through the tests. Machinery and meth-
ods of great value to the iron and steel
industry, as a whole, have been devel-
oped. The first unit, costing $4,0(10.0110:
of a large plant for the concentration it
these low-grade ores is under construc-
tion in Minnesota. The cost of the
complete plant has been put at $00.000.-
000: its capacity would be 100.000 ti'n'
of rock daily, yielding 40,000 toys of
concentrates. Courtesy Eng. Founda-
tion.
David 0. Rodick '17 of Bar Harbor
has announced that he will be candidate
at the June Republican primaries tor
nomination for county attorney. Mr.
Rodick was for three years in the °dice
of Judge L. B. Deasy and also studied
at the Bostott University Law school
He has been very successful in his work:
and is considered among the ablest of
the younger attorneys of the Maine Bar.
Oral G. King of New Portland. a
sophomore at the University of Mairc
has recently been married to Miss Mar-
garet Butts also of New Portland. flit
couple will reside at Orono where NI7
King will continue his studies,
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Pipes, etc., Eversharp Pencils
& Hahl Pens
Page & Shaw's Candies
HOME , OF THE
B. C. M.
CIGAR
)()K US UP
Cleaning and Repairing
at the
MAINE PRESSING HOUSE
16 Oak St.. Orono
Suits Pressed—:50 Cents
haz.c just what you are looking
for in
Young Men's Clothing
John T. Clark Co.
BAN(;oa, AINI-
Chalmers' Studio
lie .selI thc Campus pictures that
you want for your
"M" Book
For
Clean Sports
Visit
THE STRAND
Bowling and Billiard
Rooms
New Bowling alleys and
pool tables
Army Shoes $4.45
EDWIN CURER
MEN'S STORE
Old Town. Maine
GOLF HOSE AND SWEATERS
Golf Hose $1.75 per pair
Sweaters $8.00
SAM KATZ
Phi Epsilon Pi House
Sancion & Davidson
Old Town Jewelers Me.
Promptly
Repaired
Pens &
Spectacles
are Reasonable
The Mainiac
h;is been reorganized
First of fire issues
this year out .1hir. 1.
Send Cone ribtit 11111P4 to
MOLLY PERKINS, Mt. Vernon
Patronize Our •Advertisers
The ba:Iet girls gazed at her pink silk
tights,
I:ut her skirt was the theme of her
'Man 
"ants hut little here below,Nor wants that little long."
THE MAINE CAMPUS
This Cup put up last year by the Senior Sku,1 Society is held
for this year by the Lambda Chi House
SCARLET FEVER
At this time, when scarlet iever has
been reported prevalent in Orono and
on the campus, perhaps a few words
on its symptoms, prevention and care
would not be amiss. In the first stages
it is hard to detect it from a cold, for
it is marked by a fever, sore throat and
nasal discharge. The rash on the throat
appears twenty-four hours after expo-
sure.
Since it is a contagious disease the
patient should be kept isolated and all
utensils ought to be sterilized. The old
belief was that the scarlet fever was
contagious when the patient was peel-
ing, but it has been found that the con-
tagion comes with the sore throat.
Rest and quiet are as important as
care and diet in the nursing. Sometimes
the digestion is so disturbed that no food
can be retained. Food that is readily
digested and absorbed should be chosen.
food with a liberal supply of liquid to
help satisfy the thirst and eliminate
waste products. Milk is an ideal fever
food if modified to suit the dige,tite
state of the patient.
Above all, obey the doctor's orders.
Colby Debatos Defeat Maine in
Game Fight
(Continued from Page One)
special mention for his excellent work,
while Maine's freshman orators, Curran
and Paul were a credit to the University
and their class.
Maine expects to debate New Ham-
shire State in the near future. The
question will be the same as before and
new men are urged to come out and
lend a hand in defeating New Hamp-
shire.
The order of the debate follows:
Maine affirmative vs. Colby negative
at Orono
MAINE COLBY
R. C. Calderwood '23 J. L. Dunstan '23
P. L. Gray '23 L. W. Mayo '22
H. E Wilson '23 C. E. Russell '22
Colby affirmative vs. Maine negative at
Waterville
COLBY
A. L. Bickmore '22
S. Pinon sky '22
G. B. Wolstenholme
MAINE
E. M. Curran '25
H. Paul '23
'22 H. 0. Noyes '22
Judges at the Orono Debate
A. H. Brown of Old Town
Prof. H. D. Miller of Bangor
J. Wilson of Bangor
Don't forget the Maine "Hello."
Wingate built in 1892 on site of
White Hall for engineering. 1Vhite
Hall was a three storied wooden build-
mg completed in 1868 and was the first
building for class-room and dormitory
purposes. It was destroyed by fire in
February, 1890.
Coburn Ilan, named in honor of ex-
Governor Abner Coburn, under con-
struction in 1887, completed and dedi-
cated in 1888. Architect, Mr. Frank H.
Kidder, class of 1879.
Mt. l'eerion. llous,•, the old White
house built in 1833. extended and rebuilt
in 1898 as a dormitory and boarding
house for women students and given the
name of Mt. Vernon House, from a
resemblance to the home of Washing-
ton.
Holmes Hall, experiment station, built
in 1888, addition built in 1899, building
enlarged in 1904 and named Holmes
Hall.
In Medicine
WHEN you get out into the medical world, you'll findyoung doctors are judged by something more than
diagnostic ability and knowledge of their subject. The at-
mosphere of success plays its part—the evidence that you
have "arrived." And among the little details that indicate
success, there's the habit of preferring
elachrino
Remembi ci hat Melachrino is a masterblend
of the finest Turkish Tobaccos as originated
by MiltiadesMelachrino. Egyptiancigatettes
are simply those that originated in Egypt.
But the tobacco is what you want to know
about— and if it's Mein( hrino— it's tight.
Old Town
6 THE MAINE CAMP L's
E. J. Virgie
CLOTHING,
FURNISHINGS
HATS AND SHOES
Mill Street, Orono, Maine
EVERYTHING
for the ..;:udenst's
room carried by
W. A. Mosher Co.
Orono. Maine Tel. MI 3
Bernard K. Hinson
TAILOR
Suits called for and delivered
Ncl%\ Selling a Tailored-Made
Golf Pants
S5---$9
PAGE 6 SHAW'S
CANDIES at
HOULIHAN S PHARMACY
Orono, Maine
SNOWSHOES
Made by the Penobscot Indian-
:Sweet t;rass Baskets
Moccasins and Souvenirs
GEORGE H. HUNT
476 N. Main St.. Old Town
HEADQUARTERS FOR
Sporting and
Athletic Goods
Discount to Student:
S. L. CROSBY SPORTING
GOODS CO.
150 Exchange Street
, Maine
Attention Frateiniiy Houses!
Dance Orders, Programs
and
Fraternity Work
Unveil special attcntion. till
and see our sample:. 24 hour
service.
THE JOHN H. BACON
PRINTING CO.
22 Statv St., Bangor. Mc.
•
See our full dress suits and tuxe-
dos at 36.50 and 35.50—all
new reduced from 50.00
We also let dress suits.
GOLDSMITH BROS.
OLD TOWN TRUST COMPANY
Salms-5 ,ind Check Accounts
Faculty and Student Accounts
Solicited
ORONO MAINE
DR. LEWIS S. LIBBY
Dentist
106 (clityr
You Gar
GOOD MEALS
A N 11 HMr
Orono Restaurant
ALSO DA N cl NG IF DESIRED
JOSEPH PERRAULT
Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing
40 Main St.
OLD TOWN, MG
Patronize Our Advertisers
Wins Go... Baxter Cup at Pi Beta Phi Girls GiveAugusta Carnival
tr,'in Page ON.?)
Colby. Bates and Maine each had re-
lay team entered iii the one-hali mile
men's relay. E. L. Wilkinson. anchor
man for Maine came in first followed by
Archer of Bate-. The tune was 3.42 min-
utes.
The Maine girls showed up finely for
Manic bringing in the honors in tilt-
half mile Ski Relay Race. Miss Eliza-
beth Harkness was anchor for Maim.
leading Miss Dorothy Lamb ui Hates Ly
a good margin. Tik Maine girls shoat d
that they were right there. The time
vsa• 1.49 minute-.
Woodman of Maine placed second in
the Obstacle Snowshoe race. Carpenter
of Bates being tirst and Lawton of Col-
by third. This was a very amusing and
exciting contest. The winner finished
in 294i seconds.
When the ski-jumping came off. Maine
was there again. Elliott was first of six-
teen or more of the best jumpers in the
State. The jump was so constructed
that it was impossible to jump any dis-
tance. the greatest jump being forty-two
feet. Elliiat had fine form and scored
250 points. heading the list. Mi•s Mar-
Pirie Towne. only fourteen years old.
lid some phenomenal jumping coming
within fifteen points of Elliott's score.
There were many other good jumpers
there a! so. Altho all the Maine men
may nit have had as much skill as siata
if the others, they certainly showed the
courage. The jump was very tricky and
everyone fell once at least, falling head
tirst. It takes the "Old Maine Fight"
to try again after taking a fall of this
kind. The entrances frinn the colleges
:I nil their scores follow
 :
Points Dist.
\V. Elliott. U. of M. 265 35 it.
C. II. Jordan. Ce.Iby 240 20 it.
C. L. Woodman, U. oi M. 224 40 ft.
P. Sargent, U. of M. 206 34 it.
G. Jenkins. Bates 160 33 ft.
.1. C. Smith. Colby 156 28 it.
W. J. Wallace. Colby 151 36 ft.
The presentation of the Governor
Baxter Cup seas made by Dr. Thomas.
.aperinfoulent ,if schiails of Nlaine to
,air winning team as follows:
"Gov erni it Ilaxter requests me to ex-
press his regrets in being unable to be
present on this occasion and present in
persi in the I ;to erTIOT IlaXICT trophy. Cir-
cumstances are such, however, that he is
unable to be present. The Governor ap-
preciates the value of physical fitness on
the part of our people necessary to en-
able them to perform to the best ad-
vantage' their duties in the ever increas-
ing complexity of maim] times.
"Himself a man of tremendous physi-
cal endurance, kept so by the care a man
should take of himself, a believer indaily exercise. in manly sport, in the
great out of (1 sirs. and in the State of
Maine as an ideal place for the hie-
giving winter sports. Ile is pleased to
hang this beautiful cup for the victor:in order to encourage the development
of wholesome and manly sport.
"In order to retain this trophy as a
permanent possession, it is necessary for
the victors to hold it for three success-
'ire season:.
"In a contest like this it is no disgrace
to lose, but a great honor to win. Ithas been said by si itne that the world
today produces no men like those pro-
duced in ages past. I am not one to1ightly concede anything of that sort. I
wlicee that we have right here tine
spertsmen who in physical endurance
and skill. will inea.,ure with those old
Marathon men who steppol user
 the 2o
and a fraction miles of the Marathon
race in the days cc he I ;rell:C was in
thiwer.
••On behalf of Governor Baxter it bc-
•• • • my pleasant duty to present this
aat rnor Baxter Cup. to crown the vac-tors with the vi rcath of ictory and to
congratulate them in the name of tinitivernor of the State of Maine."
Mr. Bernard Sets Forth Practical
Uses of Radio
((',mtinsied
.1ticationat ads a ntage• cMIliNted VI ith
WhiCh will place the rural district oniQr with the city in point of advance-
milt Location is
 Hi 'thing with the
ire.7u•s. the only drawhack being an
ceasional difficulty in adjusting the ap-
aratus to catch the waves and thisira w hack is far overbalanced by the
oractical advantage of the device.
W. D. Towner. Alumni Secretary, re-
tunied Saturday from a trip as far
south as Washington. I). C., attending
alumni association meetings, lie was
enabled to meet a large number of our
alumni who were anxious to keep intouch with their alma mater and hearfirst hand the condition of things on
the campus.
Annual Valentine Dance
The Annual Dance ot
fraternity was held in
Saturday. February 18,
t we! CC.
The gymnasium teas decorated in Val-
entine colors, with red and white crepe
paper draped from the balconies and on
which were hung strings of hearts. Red
curtains enclosed the dancing space. on
which were hung blue banners. carry-
ing out the fraternity colors of wine and
blue. At the entrance of the hall was
a large frame work in the shape of a
heart .and cos cred with red paper. Red
and white streamers were attached to
the sides and extended to the door, mak-
ing a very attractive archway. The
chaperones' booth was also in the shaia
of a heart and strings of small ru
hearts were attached to the top of Oa
white framework. Red and white light-
were strung around the balcony and
through the center of the hall.
Punch was served during the evening
and at intermission the refreshment'
consisted of ice cream and fancy
crackers.
Music for the evening was furnished
by a five piece orchestra, with Hubert
Valle as leader.
The patronesses for the evening were
Mrs. Stevens and Mrs. Hendrickson.
—NI • • 
—
'r'i Beta Phi
Alumni Hall.
from seven to
The M. C. A. Secretary
Addresses Heck Club
—11—
A meeting of the Heck Club
called last Wednesday evening at 8:15
large number were present and lis-
tened to an interesting talk by Mr.
Clark. the M. C. A. secretary.
Ilis talk was on the subject, "Leader-
ship and Life Work." He staied that
ung men after their graduation from
college, were generally looked upon as
leaders in their home towns. There has
never been such a need as now fit-
Christian men as leaders.
The lecture was greatly enjoyed by all
who were present.
Maine Defeats the Clark College
Team 28-26
(Continued fro ni Page OW
Holmes for Egan. :seliez for Holmes.
Lindley for Smith, Caldwe;' for Leon-
ard, Roberts for Caldwell.
Baskets from floor: Newell Noye,.
2, Berg 5, Turner I. Smith 5. R-'a-rts 1.
Fowler 4.
Baskets from fouls Berg r .7Latl I.
Smith 2, Fowler 3.
Referee. Annott. Fitchburg.
 
 
—NI
Prof. Merrill Speaks on Auditing
of All Accounts
(Continued from Page Cult)
lie sent to the Regi-trar•s otice after
each class election. As there are already
too many rulcs, the suggestion was not
adopted, but it would he of great as-
sistance to the Auditing Committee
such a list of officers tic reported. Cc-
operation i•. therefw-e, the only solu-
tion.
The Student Riile Team Wins
from West Virginia
(conliNided fro in Page One)
On Ow sixth of March the girls du!,
has a match with the Univer•ity of Ver-
mont. After the N. R. A. matches are
finished Coach Kidney proposes to have
a Campus competition consisting of two
matches between each of the teams,
Men's. Girls' and Faculty to determinethei ampus champi,
VENU
THIN'
LEA
c
FNUS EYERPOINTID
and nth., Metal Demi!,
THE name VENUS is your
.1. guarantee of perfection.
Absolutely crumble-proof,
smooth and perfectly gl aded.
7 DEGREES
28 soft & black H tried. hard13 s.,ti
•
2H hard
Fph-ra at I extra hard
HB medium-foe general use
15e P.", 1.14 4412 Mods;$1.50 pet dezres
Ifyourdealer cannot supply rots wen* us.
American Lead Penal Co.
25 Jib Ase... New 1.4.k
ahmit the Pam
VENUS EVERPOINTED rtivcrzs
STR.A.N1) THEATRE
Fri. and Sat. Feb. 24 and 25
At 2.30. 6.30. and 8.30
"OVER THE HILL"
Admission 33 cts.
Monday. Feb. 27
De Milk Special
"AFTER THE SHOW"
Tues. Feb. 28—Double Feature
Viola Dana
-THE MATCH BREAKER
"AFTER THE SHOVi"
Wed. March 1
Cosmopolitan Production
"JUST AROUND THE CORNER'.
Thurs. March 2
Will Rogers
"A POOR RELATION"
We've just unpacked a lot of new College models for Spring 1922. In-
cluded in this shipment are the new Jazz and Sport Models which are s,
very popular in New 1 ork. Specially priced $28.50. Look them over!
J. WATERMAN CO.
Maine's laryeA outii::crs f r men and boys. EXCHANGE ST., BANGOR
GEORGE hiNts
Ice Cream Parlor
ORONO
Come in and get acquainted
HELLENBRAND'S
Clothing, Shoes, Hats, Furnikiings
COMMERCIAL BLDG., OLD TOWN, ME.
1 
STUDENT'S SUPPLIES
AT
UNIVERSITY STORE
Fernald Hall
- 
4.•
III 
1 11".. want you to know that when in need of a good lunch or dinner you
can not find a better place than at the
sCsR.I IE3E21V •.a.X.s
209 Exchange St., Bangor, Maine 
Ft MSeir . .A.171FILANT
Special attention given to parties desiring banquets, Chinese or Ameri-
can dishes.
1 
Attention! Maine Men!!
Boost your University Store,
your Athletic Association, and
solve your laundry problem at the
same time. The store is our
agent and all that you have to do
is drop your laundry there prop-
erly marked with your name and
we will do the rest. We can give
you the much needed service and
the quality of work desired.
Hamper will leave Orono, Tues-
day morning. returning Friday, so
leave your bundle early.
Bangor Steam Laundry Co.
Bangor. Manic
Economy
Style
Satisfaction
in
Hurt, Schaffner
& Marx Clothes
41
Our Store
is
Their Home
Miller & Webster Clo. Co.
BANGOR
a
University of Maine
The State University Maintained by
the State and General Government
COLLEGE OP ARTS AND SCIENCES—Major subjects in AncientHistory and Art, Biology, Chemistry, Economics and Sociology,Education, English, French, German, History, Latin, Mathe-matics, and Astronomy, Philosophy, Physics, and Spanish an?Italian. Spec"l provisions for graduates of normal schools.COLLEGE •q, AGRICULTLYRG—Curricula in Agricultural Ettacation, Agronomy, Animal Husbandry, Biology, Dairy Huibandry, Fe-e.try. Home Economics, Horticulture, Poultry Hutbandry. School Course in Agriculture (two years). Short wintecourses. Farmers' Week Correspondence and lecture courseDemonstration work.
Cota..r.c.? OF TECH NOLOGY.—Curricula in Chemical Engineer-ing, Chemistry, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, andMechanical Engineering.
MAINE AGRIcVLTURAL ENTER' M EN T STATION.--0ffiCeS, andprincipal laboratories in Orono; Experiment Farms in Mon-mouth and Presque Isle.
GRAM' A CF. COUR SF.S leading to the Master's degree are offeredby tit* various colleges.
St* MMFR TikM of six weeks (graduate and undergraduatecredit).
For catalog and circulars. address
TIIE REGISTRAR
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